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What is Lavos's power? Using the de�nition of power in physics, Lavos's
power is the amount of energy it can harness per unit time. Now, we know
that at the time Crono's party visits Antiquity, the continent of Zeal is �oating
by exploiting Lavos as an energy source. Therefore, if the power required to
lift Zeal is PZ , then Lavos's powerPL satis�es PZ = kPL, where k is a positive
dimensionless coe�cient with 0 < k < 1 (that is, Zeal's power is a fraction of
Lavos's).

But what is the power required to maintain Zeal's �oatation? The continent
must be lifted by a force equal in magnitude to its weight, but opposite in
direction. According to conservation of momentum, the continent must eject a
certain amount of �stu�� downwards in order to be lifted upwards. Normally,
the �stu�� would be matter, like the exhaust gases of a rocket, but, thanks
to relativity, it can also be massless radiation. Let's suppose Zeal irradiates
downwards some magical radiation; even if we don't know what this radiation
is, it must still behave like known massless stu� such as light.

Suppose the continent ejects, per unit time, a number n of �magic� particles,
each carrying on average a momentum p. Then, in a time interval ∆t, the
total momentum ejected is np∆t. So by conservation of momentum, the total
change in momentum gained by the continent during this period is −np∆t.
But change in momentum divided by the time interval gives the average force
applied (Impulse-momentum theorem), which means that the average lifting
force L applied on Zeal is:

L = −np

Meanwhile, Zeal's weight is −mg, wherem is its mass and g the gravitational
acceleration (the minus sign comes from the choice choice of axis, i.e., �down is
negative�). Therefore:

L−mg = 0 =⇒ np = −mg

What about the energy ejected by Zeal? A magic particle is still a massless
particle, so if it has an energy ε and a momentum p, it must still satisfy the
same relation as light: ε = c|p|, c being the speed of light. Because p is directed
downwards, we can say p < 0, so ε = −cp. Therefore the total energy carried
by the ensemble of particles in a time interval ∆t is ∆E = εn∆t = −cnp∆t.
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But we already know the value of np from the expression of the lifting force, so
∆E = cmg∆t.

The (average) power is change in energy divided by the time interval, mea-
ning the power required to lift the continent of zeal is:

PZ =
∆E

∆t
= mgc

Therefore:

PL =
mgc

k

We know g and c if we assume the Chrono-verse has the same physical
constants as ours and the Chrono-planet has the same mass as Earth.

What about k? Well, we know that Zeal was draining enough energy to be a
nuisance to Lavos, but not too much energy to immediately awaken it or render
it incapable of action. Let's say it's 1% as a ballpark estimate.

The continent's mass, however, is much harder to estimate. What is Zeal's
size really? Are Enhasa and Kajar the only cities, or the only cities we the
players see (much in the same vein imagining that Porre in the only human
settlement in Southern Zenan seems silly)? We'll go ahead and say Zeal is
roughly the size of the British Isles, with Great Britain corresponding to the
main Zeal continent and Ireland to Enhasa. The average elevation of the British
Isles is roughly 150m; the surface area is 315′000km2; the density of dirt is
1.5g cm−3. This gives the total mass of the Isles ∼ 1017kg.

With all these considerations, Lavos's power is:

PL ∼ 3.1028W

This is roughly the power of one hundred suns! Obviously, Lavos doesn't
use its full power most of the time, but it explains why it would take it millions
of years to accumulate that much energy.

Another interesting thing is that, according to the general theory of relati-
vity, it is energy and momentum, not mass, that e�ects gravity. If the Mammon
Machine is delivering that much energy from Lavos to Zeal, this concentrated
�ow of energy would cause massive gravitational and spatio-temporal distor-
tions centred on the Machine!
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